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While postmodernism is a difficult concept to define rigorously, it 
is possible to characterize postmodern music by the some or all of the 
following traits. It 

1. is not simply a repudiation of modernism or its continuation, but  
 has aspects of both, 

2. is, on some level and in some way, ironic; 

3. does not respect boundaries between sonorities and procedures of 
the past and of the present; 

4. seeks to break down barriers between "highbrow" and "lowbrow" 
styles; 

5.  shows disdain for the often unquestioned value of structural unity; 

6. refuses to accept the distinction between elitist and populist values; 

7. avoids totalizing forms (e.g., does not allow an entire piece to be 
tonal or serial or cast in a prescribed formal mold); 
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8. includes quotations of or references to music of many traditions 
and cultures; 

9. embraces contradictions; 

10. distrusts binary oppositions; 

1 1. includes fragmentations and discontinuities; 

12. encompasses pluralism and eclecticism; 

13. presents multiple meanings and multiple temporalities; 

14. locates meaning and even structure in listeners, more than in 
scores, performances, or composers. 

Certain of these characteristics stand out as particularly relevant to 
the time structures of music and music perception: we should expect 
postmodern musical time to be created at least as much by listeners as 
by composers, to differ from one listener to another, and to be 
fragmented, discontinuous, nonlinear, and multiple. The notion of the 
multiplicity of musical time-that music can enable listeners to 
experience different senses of directionality, different temporal 
narratives, andlor different rates of motion, all simdtaneously-is 
indeed postmodern. 

This paper will consider multiple musical time in three works from 
the past. 1 am not labeling Beethoven's String Quartet in F Major, op. 

.- 135, the finale of Mahler's Seventh Symphony, or Ives's Putnam's 
Camp as postmodern works, but rather saying that they contain 
temporal structures which can be understood  as postmodernist in 
today's cultural climate. This apparent historical anomaly-works 
composed prior to the modernist period being put forth as having 
postmodernist characteristics-is possible if we understand post- 
modernism as an attitude more than as a historical period. The "post" 
in "postmodernism" thus means not so much "chronologically after" 
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as "a reinterpretation of"' modernism.' 
To a greater extent than in music that I would not comfortably align 

with the traits of postmodernism listed above, these three compositions 
locate their temporal structures in some ways in the listener. I am not 
trying to show how the music objectively is, but rather to suggest how 
postmodern listeners may understand its temporality. I of course do not 
mean to imply that the music does not matter to the listener: structures 
that are objectively in these pieces suggest a multiple-time hearing of 
them. The temporalities I am describing come from an interaction 
between these structures and a postmodern listening stance. If this 
sounds a bit like a blurring of the distinction between piece, analysis, 
and perception, I accept that as a q~intessentially postmodern attitude. 
I will describe the pieces as they may be constituted in the postmodern 
mind. This mental representation is informed by the objective nature of 
the music, by concepts of postmodernism, by who the listener is, and 
by the various performances the listener may have heard of this music. 

Before turning to the pieces by Beethoven, Mahler, and Ives, I want 
to discuss a special type of temporal multiplicity that I call "multiply- 
directed time."My book The Time of Music          defines a multiply directed 
piece as one "in which the direction of motion is so frequently 
interrupted by discontinuities, in which the music goes so often to 
unexpected places, that the . . . [sense of linear motion through time], 
though still a potent structural force, seems reordered."' 

The book offers the following hypothetical example, based on 

'According to Mas'ud Z a v a r z a d e h  and Donald Morton, the prefix 'certainly does not 
mean 'after,' since such an understanding of it will take US back to history as 'progress' 
again. . . . If one takes '(post)' in the sense of an 'after,' one has posited a traditional 
notion of history based upon 'period'-a unique, homogeneous segment of time which 
in its totality rep-& the 'spirit of an age.' Only traditional modernists read 
@ost)modernism in this way. . . . Those who oppose such a progressive, linear notion 
of  history and believe that history is in itself a problematic issue (since it is only a 
representation . . . ), regard '@st)' to be a sign of 'reading,' interpretation, and 
'textuality.' For these, @st)modemism would mean the re-reading or textualization of  
modernity." See  Ilreory, (Post)Modem.ry, Opposition: An "Other" Introduction to 
Literary   and Cultural Theory (Washington, DC: Maisonneuve, 1991), 108. 

2Jonathan D. Kramer, The T ime of Music (New York: Schirmer, 1988). 46. 
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suggestions Karlheinz Stockhausen made in his composition seminars 
at the University of California, Davis, in 1966-67: 

Passage A grows softer. Passage B, which is pianissimo, can 
function as the goal of passage A even if B does not follow A 
immediately. Suppose furthermore that A is also becoming more 
dense texturally. Then either passage B (soft and, let us assume, 
sparse) or some passage C (loud and dense) can serve as a goal of 
A. Passage A progresses in two directions at once, either of which 
may or may not lead immediately to a goal. I am suggesting not only 
that some passages can progress in more than one direction at once 
but also that their continuations need not follow them directly. When 
some processes in a piece move toward one (or more) goal(s) yet the 
goal(@ is (are) placed elsewhere than at the ends of the processes, 
the temporal continuum is mult ip le .3

This hypothetical structure depends on what might be called the 
"parametric concept." A number of modernist composers in the mid- 
twentieth century thought of the various parameters of music (e.g., 
duration, pitch, register, timbre, loudness, etc.4) as separable. This idea 
lies behind "totaln or multi-parameter serialism, in which each 
parameter has its own construction (actually, the same serial structures 
often govern many parameters, so that the theoretical independence of 
parameters was used to render them isomorphic). Once listeners 
understand loudness and textural density, for example, as independent, 
they can comprehend each of these parameters as providing its own 
sense of direction. 

Thus far, I have presented these ideas as essentially modernist: a 
structuralist attempt to redefine musical temporality by creating 
independent structures in different parameters. But there are 
undercurrents of postmodernist thinking evident as well, because what 

4Different composers had different concepts of the basic parameters. Some 
differentiated between the inherent parameters of sound and the particular parameters of 
a given passage or piece. 
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the parametric concept actually does is deconstruct the previously 
holistic idea of musical structure. Thus, I will offer a parametric 
analysis of a proto-postmodern work-the finale of Mahler's Seventh 
Symphony-which tries to show how that movement can be understood 
as temporally multiple: each of five parameters has its own quasi- 
independent structure. The five temporalities, I will argue, operate in 
counterpoint with one another, creating-at least for this particular 
postmodern listener-a richly multiple time sense. 

Gestural Time in Beethoven's Quartet op. 135 

But first, Beethoven. The first movement of his Quartet op. 135 
uses musical time as material as well as context. The music not only 
unfolds in time but also unfolds time itself. Its meaning (at least for me) 
depends on a re-ordered linearity created not by the performers and 
perhaps not even by the composer but mentally by the listener. It may 
take a postmodern sensibility, more likely to be understood and 
articulated in the late twentieth century than earlier, to understand such 
temporal manipulations. It may well be that they can be understood and 
experienced as postmodern only in an age of postmodernism. Or, more 
carefully put (since the idea of a "postmodern age" would make 
postmodernism into a historical period), the postmodernism of such 
works resides not in the music but in the way listeners (and critics and 
analysts and performers) understand them today. They have become 
postmodern as we have become postmodern. 

My book The Tim     e of Music analyzes the Beethoven movement, 
among other works, to show how the linearity of musical time is 
deconstructed. It is relevant to the present discussion to summarize and 
recast this analysis as a postmodernist view of the movement.5 Piece
time (i.e., the normal succession of events) is contradicted by what I 

'When I first published this analysis in 1973, 1 thought of it as a modernist view of 
a classical-period piece. Returning to it nearly twenty-five years later, I now understand 
my ideas on this movement as also postmodernist. The original publication is in the 
article "Multiple and Nonlinear Time in Beethoven's Opus 135," Perspectives of New 
Music 11, no. 2 (1973): 122-45. 
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